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Abstract: 
Objectives To review how multiple primary outcomes are currently considered in the 
analysis of randomised controlled trials. We briefly describe the methods available to 
safeguard the inferences and to raise awareness of the potential problems caused by 
multiple outcomes. 
Methods/design We reviewed randomised controlled trials (RCTs) in neurology and 
psychiatry disease areas, as these frequently analyse multiple outcomes. We reviewed all 
published RCTs from July 2011 to June 2014 inclusive in the following high impact journals: 
The New England Journal of Medicine, The Lancet, The American Journal of Psychiatry, 
JAMA Psychiatry, The Lancet Neurology and Neurology. We examined the information 
presented in the abstract and the methods used for sample size calculation and statistical 
analysis. We recorded the number of primary outcomes, the methods used to account for 
multiple primary outcomes, the number of outcomes discussed in the abstract and the 
number of outcomes used in the sample size calculation.   
Results Of the 209 RCTs that we identified, 60 (29%) analysed multiple primary outcomes.  
Of these, 45 (75%) did not adjust for multiplicity in their analyses. Had multiplicity been 
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addressed, some of the trial conclusions would have changed. Of the 15 (25%) trials which 
accounted for multiplicity, Bonferroni’s correction was the most commonly used method.   
Conclusions Our review shows that trials with multiple primary outcomes are common. 
However, appropriate steps are not usually taken in most of the analyses to safeguard the 
inferences against multiplicity. Authors should state their chosen primary outcomes clearly 
and justify their methods of analysis. 
Keywords:  Multiplicity; multiple outcomes; clinical trials; neurology; psychiatry 
Introduction 
In a randomised controlled trial, a single outcome may be insufficient to describe all the 
effects of an intervention on a complex disease. Multiple health outcomes may need to be 
investigated to assess all the relevant aspects of the disorder (1).   These health outcomes 
are often correlated. Neurology (2) and psychiatry (3) are two disease areas where multiple 
primary outcomes are particularly needed to evaluate a heath intervention, for example 
when evaluating depression (4),  stroke (5) and long-term mental health conditions (1).   
To  evaluate the effect of the intervention on multiple primary outcomes in a trial,  each 
outcome could be analysed separately (6). However, if the multiple outcomes are not 
accounted for in the statistical analysis appropriately, the probability of obtaining statistically 
significant results by chance may increase.  The probability of finding at least one false 
significant result is called the familywise error rate (FWER)(7). The FWER should be 
maintained at an acceptable level, usually 5.0% (8). 
If each outcome is analysed separately, multiple tests will be conducted.  When multiple 
tests are performed without any adjustments the FWER increases.  For example, if two 
independent tests are carried out at the 5% significance level, and the two outcomes are 
uncorrelated, the probability of finding an intervention effect by chance alone increases to 
9.8%. This is increased to 40.1% if ten tests are carried out without adjustment. To maintain 
the FWER at a pre-specified significance level, adjustments can be made to the p-values (or 
to the statistical significance level) or a different analysis may be used so that adjustments 
are not required.  Under both approaches, it is necessary to consider the correlations among 
the outcomes. Selecting a method of analysis that ignores the correlations may lead to 
adjustments that are too conservative. 
The FWER needs to be considered in trials involving multiple primary outcomes when 
‘success of intervention’ is defined as showing an effect on at least one outcome. In this 
scenario the primary outcomes are referred to as multiple primary outcomes (9) and the p-
values must be adjusted for multiplicity. Alternatively the research question in a trial may be 
formulated so that the ‘success of the intervention’ is defined as showing an effect on all 
primary outcomes.  In this scenario each outcome is tested at the same significance level 
without any adjustments for multiplicity. These primary outcomes are called co-primary 
outcomes (10).  
The sample size calculation is an important part of designing a clinical trial. An optimal 
sample size ensures that the trial is efficient, ethical and cost effective(11). The number of 
primary outcomes and the correlations among them should be considered when calculating 
the sample size.  
The aim of this study is to identify how multiple primary outcomes are reported and handled 
in the analysis and sample size calculation of randomised controlled trials recently published 
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in leading journals.  We aimed to assess whether appropriate steps have been taken to 
safeguard the inferences and to describe problems related to the assessment of multiple 
outcomes. 
Overview of statistical methods  
Several methods have been developed to take account of multiple primary outcomes and 
maintain the FWER at an acceptable level, say 5.0%. The methods include composite 
primary outcomes, which removes the issue of multiplicity, and p-value adjustment, which 
adjusts for multiplicity. 
A composite outcome is constructed by combining multiple outcomes into a single variable, 
which offers an overall measure of the health of a patient. For example, the primary 
composite outcome in a trial might be the time until either a nonfatal ischemic stroke, fatal 
ischemic stroke or early death after randomisation. Composite outcomes take account of 
multiplicity without the need to adjust p-values as only one test is performed (12).  However, 
the clinical appropriateness of a composite outcome may be questionable when the 
intervention appears to affect individual outcomes differently (13).  
Several methods have been proposed to adjust p-values, or significance levels, to account 
for multiplicity, including those of Bonferroni, Šidák, Holm, Hochberg and Hommel.  A 
summary of these methods is provided below and further details can be found elsewhere 
(14)(15).  
Bonferroni’s adjustment is an approximate method based on the probability of obtaining a 
false positive when the outcomes are uncorrelated. It is a simple method where the 
significance level is divided by the number of primary outcomes. That is, if 𝛼  is the original, 
unadjusted, significance level and there are 𝑚 hypotheses (in this scenario 𝑚 outcomes) 
then the Bonferroni’s adjusted significance level is 𝛼 ̃ =
𝛼
𝑚
. Šidák’s adjustment (16) is the 
exact version of the Bonferroni adjustment that uses the significance level ?̃? = 1 −
(1 − 𝛼)1/𝑚. 
Holm’s adjustment (17) involves a step-down procedure, whereby the p-values are ordered 
and successively larger p-values are compared to a successively larger significance level. 
That is, if the unadjusted p-values are ordered from smallest to largest (i.e. 𝑝1 ≤ 𝑝2 ≤ ⋯  ≤
𝑝𝑚), and the corresponding ordered null hypotheses are labelled 𝐻(1), … , 𝐻(𝑚) , then Holm 
suggests rejecting 𝐻(𝑖) when for all 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑖   𝑝𝑖  ≤  
𝛼
𝑚−𝑗+1
. Hochberg’s adjustment(18) is a 
step-up procedure in which successively smaller p-values are compared to increasingly 
rigorous significance levels. (19).  Hommel’s method(20)  is also a step-up procedure which 
is more powerful than the Hochberg procedure (14).  
Alternatively, multivariate methods can be used to allow multiple outcomes to be 
simultaneously analysed using a single model (21). These methods are likely to increase the 
efficiency in estimation (22) compared to analysing outcomes separately.  For example, 
multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) (23) may be used to determine if there are 
differences between trial arms with respect to multiple continuous outcomes, and provides a 
single p-value to test the overall effect.  A follow-up analysis may then consider the effect on 
each outcome separately, though multiplicity adjustments will need to be made.  
Methods 
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High impact factor journals which publish trials on neurological and psychiatric disorders 
were selected. Randomised trials are common for these disorders and simple outcomes do 
not satisfactorily describe the impact of treatments. We hand searched six leading journals 
featuring neurology and psychiatry studies: The New England Journal of Medicine; The 
Lancet; The American Journal Psychiatry; JAMA Psychiatry; The Lancet Neurology and 
Neurology, for reports of randomised trials published between July 2011 and June 2014 
inclusive.  These journals were selected as they are high impact journals that frequently 
publish randomised trials in psychiatry and neurology. The impact factor was based upon 
those published in 2010, the last impact factor year prior to the years for which the data was 
extracted. Additional supplementary material, including protocols and appendices were 
reviewed, if they were referred to in the paper.   
 
The following trials were excluded from the analyses: proof of principle trials, phase II trials, 
including pilot trials and small crossover trials, and secondary analyses of trials. A study was 
classified as a pilot if it was clearly defined as such, or if it was described, within the 
discussion section, as an exploratory study prior to a larger study.  
For each trial we examined the results in the abstract and the methods used for sample size 
calculation and statistical analysis. We recorded the number of primary and secondary 
outcomes and the methods used to account for multiple primary outcomes.  An outcome was 
viewed as primary if it was explicitly stated as such or if it was clearly implied in the aims of 
the trial.  Otherwise, we assumed that all presented outcomes were primary.  In the event 
that the primary outcomes differed in the abstract to the main text, we used the outcomes 
reported in the main text. 
The initial assessments were carried out by one assessor (VV). For those trials where the 
results were not easily determined, the trials were appraised independently by other 
assessors (GA and RO).  All discrepancies were resolved by discussion between assessors. 
Statistical analyses were performed using Stata version 12 (24). 
 
Results 
From the six journals, we reviewed a total of 3277 abstracts and identified 209 randomised 
controlled trials that met the inclusion criteria.  Details of the study screening process can be 
seen in Figure 1. The majority of the trials (92%) were parallel-design, individually 
randomised trials, with a median number of subjects of 242 (IQR 112-549) and a median 
follow up time of 6 months (IQR 3-17.5 months); Table 1 and Figure 2 summarise the 
characteristics of these trials.  A list of included studies can be found in Additional file 1. 
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Figure 1: Study screening process. 
 
Table 1: Description of the trials included in the study 
Results are number (percent).  
 
Characteristic  Number (%) of RCTs  
Total n = 209 
Journals The New England Journal of 
medicine 
26 (12) 
 The Lancet 26 (12) 
 The American Journal of Psychiatry 43 (21) 
 JAMA psychiatry 32 (15) 
 The Lancet neurology 33 (16) 
 Neurology 49 (24) 
   
Arms per trial 2 
3 
4+ 
144 (68) 
52 (25) 
15 (7) 
   
Sites per trial Single centre trial 36   (17) 
 Multi-centre trial 173 (83) 
   
Design of trial Individually randomised, parallel 
design  
193 (92) 
 Individually randomised, factorial 4 (2) 
Neurology / psychiatry papers  
n=2219
Articles for analysis n = 209
(Lancet= 26; NEJM = 26;  
Am. J Psych = 43; JAMA psych = 32;
Lancet Neuro = 33; Neurology = 49)
Other study designs excluded n =1930 
(Lancet=28; NEJM =22; 
Am. J Psych =210; JAMA psych =312; 
Lancet neuro =75; Neurology =1283)
RCT papers
n= 289
Non phase 3 trials excluded  n = 80
(Lancet=3; NEJM =1; 
Am. J Psych =11; JAMA psych = 11; 
Lancet neuro =18; Neurology =36)
Other subject areas excluded n = 1058 
(Lancet = 449; NEJM =  609)
Abstracts reviewed
n= 3277
(Lancet= 506; NEJM = 658; 
Am. J Psych = 264; JAMA psych = 355; 
Lancet neuro = 126; Neurology = 1368)
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design 
 Cluster randomised 12 (6) 
   
 
Figure 2: Flow chart of multiplicity within the randomised controlled trials 
 
Trials with no stated primary outcome or with multiple primary outcomes 
Of the 209 trials, six (3%) did not clearly specify a primary outcome. These trials did not 
follow the International Standards for Clinical Trials Registries produced by the World Health 
Organisation which states that both the primary and secondary outcomes should be defined 
and pre-specified (25).  We therefore, assumed that all outcomes in these trials were equally 
important and were considered as primary outcomes. 
Overall, about a third of the trials (n=60, 29%) reported multiple primary outcomes . Forty-
five (75%) of these 60 trials did not include adjustments for multiple comparisons.  If 
multiplicity had been accounted for using Bonferroni’s adjustment, 6 of the 26 trials that 
reported an effective intervention would have drawn different conclusions.   
The other 15 (25%) trials accounted for multiple testing: 6 used Bonferroni’s correction, 7 
used other correction methods (Holm, Hochberg-Benjamini, Šidák, Dunnett and sequential 
adjustments), and 2 performed MANOVA.   One justification provided for not accounting for 
multiple comparisons was  “to prevent Type II error”(26).   
The abstracts differ by how much the authors have specified the multiple outcomes to be 
primary. 
Eligible RCTs 
n= 209 
More than 1 primary 
outcome reported  
n= 67 
Multiple primary 
outcomes  
n=60 
Separate testing 
n=58  
Multiplicity 
adjustment n=13  
No multiplicity 
adjustment n=45  
Simultaneous 
testing n= 2 
Co-primary 
outcomes  
n =7 
1 primary outcome 
reported  
n= 142 
Separate testing of 
secondary 
outcomes n=136 
Multiplicity 
adjustment  
n=20 
No multiplicity 
adjustment  
n=116 
Composite primary 
outcome  
n=6 
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Just over half (57%, n=34) of the trials clearly specified multiple primary outcomes in the 
abstract.  The remaining abstracts described the outcomes in the abstract without distinction, 
even though there were later distinguished as primary and secondary in the body of the 
papers. 
Fourteen (23%) of the 60 trials that reported multiple primary outcomes used only one 
outcome in the sample size calculation. Fourteen of the trials clearly reported sample size 
calculations that incorporated more than one outcome.  Sample size adjustments included a 
multiplicity-adjusted significance level within the calculation, and calculating the sample size 
for all the primary outcomes then selecting the largest value (27). 
Trials with co-primary outcomes 
Seven (3%) of the 209 trials reported co-primary outcomes. Even though it is not necessary, 
two of these trials accounted for multiple testing of the co-primary outcomes in their analysis: 
1 used Hochberg’s correction and 1 used a pre-specified testing hierarchy. The abstracts of 
the seven trials clearly specified all of the co-primary outcomes. When calculating the 
sample size, 5 trials performed calculations based on all co-primary outcomes and two trials 
performed calculations based on just one outcome.   
Trials with one stated primary outcome 
The remaining 142 (67%) trials reported one primary outcome.  Of these trials, five reported 
one primary and no secondary outcomes. Another six (3%) used a composite primary 
outcome.    
Psychiatry, neurology and general medicine journals 
When viewing the results by disease area, the trials published in the psychiatric journals 
most frequently reported more than one primary outcome, with 35 (47%) trials reporting 
multiple primary outcomes.  This compared with 18 trials (22%) in the neurological and 7 
(13%) in the general medicine journals.  Of those trials analysing multiple primary outcomes, 
27 (77%) and 15 (83%) of the trials in the psychiatric and the neurological journals 
respectively did not account for multiplicity compared to 3 (43%) trials in the general 
medicine journals.  
Drug versus non-drug trials  
134 (64%) trials evaluated drug treatments, of which approximately a quarter (30 (22%)) 
reported multiple primary outcomes and of which only 6 (20%) accounted for multiplicity. A 
larger proportion (30 (40%)) of the 75 non-drug trials analysed multiple primary outcomes 
and 9 of these (29%) accounted for multiplicity.  
Secondary outcomes 
Even though adjustments may be less important for secondary outcomes (8), 19 (13%) of 
the 142 trials that reported one primary outcome accounted for multiplicity in their secondary 
outcomes by adjusting the p-values. An additional seven (5%) trials highlighted main 
secondary outcomes.  Five of the 67 (7%) trials that had multiple primary outcomes or co-
primary outcomes adjusted for multiple comparisons in the analysis of their secondary 
outcome: two trials used sequential testing and three trials adjusted the p-values. 
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Discussion  
This review has identified a lack of consistency in the reporting and analysis of multiple 
outcomes in randomised controlled trials. We often found it difficult to determine from the 
report the number of primary outcomes being analysed in a trial and there was a lack of 
consistency when specifying the primary outcome.  
 
A variety of methods to handle multiple primary outcomes were noted in this review.  The 
majority of authors who accounted for multiplicity did so by adjusting the p-values. The most 
common technique observed was the Bonferroni adjustment. If the outcomes are correlated, 
the adjustments methods observed in this review are conservative.  
In recent years, more complex multivariate methods have been used that utilise the 
correlations between the outcomes (3).  The MANOVA approach was the only multivariate 
method used despite the fact that multivariate methods could increase the power (3, 28) and 
reduce the sample size required. Another multivariate method that may be used is the 
multivariate multilevel model introduced by Goldstein (21). This method uses multivariate 
multilevel linear modelling which can be implemented when there are multiple outcomes (29-
31). This method is an extension of multilevel modelling, where individuals are clustered 
within larger units, for example hospitals or general practices. This approach views multiple 
outcomes as repeated measures clustered within individuals and models the correlations 
between outcomes. The information gained from the correlations may provide more efficient 
estimates of treatment effect (32), resulting in smaller standard errors. As a result, fewer 
individuals may need to be recruited when using this method.  This method can produce a p-
value for each outcome. Following this analysis, multiplicity adjustments would still need to 
be made. Alternatively, a global treatment effect can be computed that does not need to be 
adjusted for multiplicity. 
In the majority of cases, the trials did not detail any steps to safeguard the inferences made 
when using multiple primary outcomes. Of these trials, 26 reported significant results. 
However, six of these would have drawn different conclusions if a Bonferroni adjustment had 
been applied: one intervention would no longer be effective for any of the primary outcomes 
and in five trials the intervention would be effective for a small subset of the primary 
outcomes.    
Paradoxically, some of these authors highlighted their awareness of the problems 
associated with multiplicity by stating they did not adjust for multiple outcomes. One reason 
given for not using any adjustments was “to prevent type II error” (26) whilst others did not 
provide any justification.   
In many of the trials observed, the abstract correctly identified the primary outcomes. 
However, there is still considerable room for improvement. A number of abstracts provided 
incomplete descriptions. Some abstracts discussed many outcomes and the corresponding 
p-values were discussed without any distinction between the primary and secondary 
outcomes.  
This study focuses on neurology and psychiatry trials. Multiple primary outcomes can also 
be found in other disease areas although we cannot be sure that this situation is the same in 
these areas.  Also, we focused on high quality, high impact journals, so this review could 
potentially underestimate the proportion of all trials that fail to take account of multiplicity.  
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Recommendations for reporting 
Once the authors have selected the methods for the sample size calculation and analysis, 
ideally the protocol and journal article should be written in sufficient detail to ensure the 
reader is fully aware of the methods used. The trial objectives should be clearly stated, as 
advised in the current ICH guidelines (33) . Furthermore, the authors should ensure that they 
have specified the primary and secondary outcomes, methods of measurements and time 
points of interest at the start of the trial, as detailed in the International Standards of the 
World Health Organisation (25).  The documentation of these pre-specified outcomes is 
encouraged by the CONSORT checklist (34). The sample size calculation should be based 
on the primary outcomes (35). 
 
With regards to multiplicity arising from multiple outcomes, CONSORT state that “authors 
should exercise special care when evaluating the results of trials with multiple comparisons”  
(34). We consider that this guidance is limited and recommend that the chosen method to 
maintain the FWER at the desired level is defined and justification for the choice provided. If 
the randomised controlled trial is viewed as confirmatory, we agree with the ICH E9 that any 
aspects of multiplicity “should be identified in the protocol; adjustment should always be 
considered and the details of any adjusting procedure, or an explanation of why an 
adjustment is not thought to be necessary, should be set out in the analysis plan” (33).   The 
abstract should be “clear, transparent, and sufficiently detailed” (36), as explained in the 
CONSORT statement, as readers often base their assessment of the trial on the information 
provided in the abstract. Consequently, it is important that the abstract is an accurate record 
of the trial and is not in any way ambiguous or misleading. 
 Authors should report the sample size calculation and state which outcomes are used in the 
calculation to ensure the reader is aware of how the study is powered.   
There is no general consensus regarding the importance of secondary outcomes; they can 
be viewed as supportive evidence or as a basis for additional claims. If secondary outcomes 
are viewed as supportive measurements then although statistical adjustments may not be 
required “appropriate caution and de-emphasis needs to be exercised in interpreting their 
results” (37). One option to ensure that secondary outcomes are afforded less emphasis 
would be to present estimates of the intervention effect for them with the corresponding 
confidence intervals, rather than the p-values. This would give information about the 
precision level and if the confidence level included a clinically important effect or not. If the 
secondary outcomes are used for additional claims then it has been suggested that a 
procedure is required to deal with them (38).  For example, “further confirmatory statistical 
test on secondary variables can be performed using a further hierarchical order for the 
secondary variables” (38).  
 
Conclusions  
In the selected sample of neurology and psychiatry randomised controlled trials that were 
published in a number of leading medical journals it was found that multiple primary 
outcomes were commonly used but often inadequately handled. Unless authors clearly state 
their chosen primary outcomes and justify their methods of analysis, readers should be wary 
of unreliable interpretations when multiple primary outcomes are used.  
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